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I am an Assistant Professor of Psychology at the University of Saskatchewan. I
broadly study the bidirectional relationship between interpersonal relations and
psychopathology. This includes the therapeutic alliance, friendship dyads, parent-
child dyads, supervisor-supervisee relationships and strangers. I study these within
social anxiety, trauma, and depression using a variety of methods. I am also a
practicing clinical psychologist working with children and adults.
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Gene is a DSc who works at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. He studies
quality improvement and patient flow, as well as care delivery. He is fundamentally
a methodologist who uses computer simulation to study how to deliver timely high
quality medical care. He is also an adjunct assistant professor in the Medical School
at Brown University.
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Open Data is defined by Open Knowledge Foundation as “freedom to use,
reuse, and redistribute without restrictions beyond a requirement for
attribution and share-alike” (Molloy, 2011, p. 1).
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Another advantage to twitter is the speed of conversation. Our use of twitter
significantly reduced the time needed to recruit participants. (And our motivation to
get this project done as quickly as possible helped!)
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We sent multiple tweets on the first day of study, and I will show you the data for
responses in a minute
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Together, our professional twitter accounts have 254 followers, which is not
necessary a high number. Depending on how many tweeters one follows, one’s
twitter feed can be very busy. For example, I usually only catch up on the past hour
or so of tweets when I log on. If one is following a lot of people, an hour might
include a lot of tweets. In addition, we knew our study would not look particularly
interesting given the deception. So we approached some of our tweeps ahead of
time, asking them to RT the study. We strategically chose some of these because of
their high number of followers who would see the tweets
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This is the first tweet (and my follow up tweet) that we sent about the study. As part
of our ethics approval, this specific tweet was approved. In many ways I consider
this a disadvantage to research via twitter – once agreed with the U of S ethic’s
boards, we couldn’t use any other tweets to promote the study. Also given the limit
of 140 characters per tweet, you need to make sure your recruitment can be
expressed in that length of tweet. Although you can use multiple tweets to promote
an idea, some of them might get lost in the shuffle (so to speak). Later I sent
additional tweets but did not include the link (e.g, “This study actually took most
people <5mins)
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Here is the first tweet from Gene’s account – as you can see it was RTed by
followers 35 times. After being RTed the study link would then be seen by the
followers of those users who RTed it
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This graph represents the number of RTs our tweets received across the 8 days of
study that we had the project “active” on twitter. The red asterisk represent days
where either Gene or I (or both of us) sent out a tweet about the study. As you can
see the vast majority of RTs were sent out on Day 1, and very few RTs were sent out
on subsequent days.
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This graph represents the % of the overall sample that access our link by Study day.
Again the asterisk represent days that either Gene or I sent out a tweet about the
study. Because we were no longer receiving new participants, we stopped tweeting
about the study on Day 8. We probably could have stopped sooner.

You can see a sharp downward curve of diminishing access. Research on multiple
reminders in email-based recruitment indicates that reminders can double
recruitment, but that amongst those receiving the most reminders, there was a
decrease in participation, possibly due to saturation (no one notices anymore) or
resistance (potential participants have been annoyed)
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Overall, we had a 21% response rate
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In a meta-analysis of response rates to online surveys, Cook and colleagues reported
an almost 40% response rate, which is considerably larger than ours. Given that
internet technology develops so quickly and that this study is now 14 years old, it is
unclear how applicable this response rate is today.
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Research from email marketing shows a similar response rate to ours. This purple
bar represents the number of users who opened a link they received in an email and
is between 22 and 27%. The click through rate (people who actually responded to
the link) is much lower
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Broader audience includes other scientists, lay persons, nongovermental
organizations, govt, etc. Journalists
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